
 

Can AI nip tree disease in the bud?
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Phylogenetic groups (includes subphyla and classes) from FunLifeDB included
in our genomic analyses with summaries of the categories represented for each
group analyzed. The tree shows the phylogenetic relationships between the
groups as represented by MycoCosm
(https://mycocosm.jgi.doe.gov/mycocosm/home). The circled number after each
group name indicates the total number of genomes analyzed for that group, and
the subsequent pie charts indicate how many of those genomes belong to each
pathogenic, lifestyle and trait category. NP non-pathogen, PP plant pathogen, OP
other pathogen, S saprotroph, ENM endomycorrhizal, ECM ectomycorrhizal, N
necrotroph, HB hemibiotroph, B biotroph, OB obligate biotroph, GP
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gymnosperm pathogen, AP angiosperm pathogen, SP stem pathogen, FP foliar
pathogen, RP root pathogen. Credit: Scientific Reports (2023). DOI:
10.1038/s41598-023-44005-w

Global trade, tourism and other forms of human movement are
accelerating the spread of tree and plant pathogens between continents.
Dutch elm disease, first seen in Europe in 1910, was detected in Canada
just four decades later. Since then, it has destroyed billions of elm trees
in in North America and Europe.

Climate change compounds this problem. With droughts becoming more
frequent and severe, trees have less resistance to disease—particularly
infections from foreign regions to which they have no natural immunity.

What if we could detect emerging diseases at ports and borders before
they have a chance to spread?

By using genomics and machine learning, UBC researchers have 
developed a method that can identify known tree pathogens, as well as
assess the potential harm of a new, as-yet-unnamed fungus based solely
on its genetic traits.

This process can be completed in as little as a few hours, in contrast to
other sample-analysis techniques that can take days.

The researchers hope to validate the concept through future field tests
and are enthusiastic about its potential. "With this predictive tool, we can
help prevent potentially invasive plant pathogens from causing severe
disease outbreaks and inflicting environmental and economic
damage—both the pathogens we are familiar with and those we have yet
to encounter," says study author Erika Dort, a Ph.D. candidate at UBC's
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https://phys.org/tags/machine+learning/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-44005-w
https://phys.org/tags/predictive+tool/


 

faculty of forestry.

The research is published in the journal Scientific Reports.

  More information: E. N. Dort et al, Large-scale genomic analyses
with machine learning uncover predictive patterns associated with fungal
phytopathogenic lifestyles and traits, Scientific Reports (2023). DOI:
10.1038/s41598-023-44005-w
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